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Abstract
As city develops there will be changes in the aerodynamic characteristics due to varying
building surrounding and topology. For example, the city growth around a tall building can
cause an increase in wind load due to venturi or wake effects or decrease due to sheltering
effects depending on the type of surrounding. The densification of cities will also increase the
turbulence level due to wake effects. In the present study, the implication of these changes on
the aerodynamic forces on cladding connections is investigated. With increased fluctuations in
the wind loads, the cladding connections will also experience stress fluctuations, which may
result in fatigue problems in its lifetime. The growth of an urban area is represented by placing
surrounding buildings with different height around the study building, and testing them in a
boundary layer wind tunnel. Five surrounding conditions were investigated including isolated,




4 H, and H, where H is the height of the study building. The wind
tunnel measured cladding pressure was then used to estimate the stress in the connections.
Additional CFD simulations were carried out to explain aerodynamic mechanisms and results.
Finally, fatigue damages were evaluated for different city development stages using two meth-
ods (i) direct wind time history method developed as part of this study and (ii) Weibull wind
distribution methods adopted from literature. The highest fatigue loads are found to occur in




4 H, and H.
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Summary for Lay Audience
In the process of urban development, a building is subjected to change of surrounding con-
ditions, which most of the time implies to the increase of surrounding structures’ height and
density. As a result, wind load acting on the target building may also be affected. For instance,
the wake of upstream structures can disturb the air flow coming into the building, and therefore
it may experience an increase of wind pressure fluctuation. On the other hand, the surrounding
group may act as a “shelter” to the target building such that the amount of wind load received
by the building is relaxed. When wind force is distributed on the cladding panels, connections
underneath these panels will carry the load and transfer it to the main structural system. There-
fore, it is not hard to imagine that an increase or decrease of wind load fluctuation will also
be experienced by cladding connections, and this brings a structural problem: fatigue damage.
Fatigue refers to the weakening of a material that is initiated by repetitions of load, and these
repetitions will cause cracks and damages gradually, instead of a sudden failure when the mate-
rial experiences an one-time critical load. This type of damage is often associated with metallic
materials, and since the connections used to connect cladding panel and walls are made out of
metal, fatigue damages can be seen on these components. As discussed earlier, the change of
surrounding environment can make airflow more turbulent and introduce more load fluctua-
tions, and this will lead to more stress repetitions in the connections, causing a concern on their
fatigue life. As a result, it is important that real city growth can be simulated so that wind load
received by target building, as well as stress inside the cladding connections, can be evaluated.
After that, fatigue damage can be estimated using the connections’ material property. In this
study, the growth of an urban area is simulated by placing surrounding buildings with different
height around the study building, and testing them in wind tunnel. Five surrounding conditions




4 H, and H, where H is the
height of the study building. The measured cladding wind pressure was then used to estimate
the stress in the connections. Eventually, fatigue damages were evaluated for different city
development stages, and it is found that the highest fatigue loads occur in the cases where 14 H,
and 12 H is surrounded.
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As city grows, density and height of buildings in the city will increase continuously. Compar-
ing to terrain with open topography, wind flows around buildings and wind loads on buildings
in urban area are complex due to turbulent atmospheric flow interaction with complex ge-
ometry [1, 2]. With the gradual growth of urban topography, all objects in the environment
are subjected to different wind-induced concerns. These problems might cause uncomfortable
or even dangerous wind conditions to human beings at a pedestrian level as seen in various
pedestrian level wind (PLW) studies [2, 3, 4, 5]. Another significant attribute of the changed
aerodynamics is the risk induced by wind loads acting on buildings, and these risks usually
lead to unidentified dynamic behaviors on structure members [6, 7, 8, 9], and can also cause
problems to non-structural element such as cladding component [10]. In the case study per-
formed by Elshaer [1], with growing surrounding buildings, mean wind pressure acting on the
center building’s façades are reduced due to sheltering, but the fluctuations tend to be more
wide band. Thus, cladding panels will experience different load fluctuations in this process,
and such changes will then be reflected on the internal stress of panel connections, which fix
panels to main structural members. Since cladding connections are typically made of metallic
material, a potential for fatigue damages to increase arises. In fact, falling of cladding pan-
els have been reported in many news pieces, and these failures are seen on both glass curtain
wall system [11, 12], and stone/marble cladding system [13], threatening pedestrian safety and
causing the need of panel replacement. In 2007, marble panels fell off from First Canadian
Place located in downtown Toronto area, and its owner decided to replace the entire cladding
system even though the building was only in service for over 30 years, costing them 102 Mil-
lion dollars (Figure 1.1, [14]). For stone cladding specifically, it was concluded by Chin [15]
that failure of wall connections comes to the top among all other common causes of failure,
and this makes it meaningful to look into connections’ performance under fatigue loads.
Fatigue damage, other than a one-time ultimate-state loading that causes sudden failure
to a structure, is a gradually growing damage caused by repetition of loads. Wind loading,
with it fluctuating nature, generates a great amount of load cycles with varying characteristics,
leading to potential fatigue damage and failure. Researchers including Davenport [16, 17]
have been studying the effects of wind fatigues for quite some years, and numerous methods
and techniques have been developed. In order to evaluate wind-induced fatigue damage on
building, the main goal will be be determining the load cycles experienced by the structure in
a certain period of time. This analysis can be done analytically in the frequency domain, or
2
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Figure 1.1: Marble Cladding Panels being Replaced after Damage
numerically in the time domain, and both approaches have been well studied by researchers in
the past and are briefly reviewed in the following sections.
1.1 Analytical Approach
Half a century ago, Davenport [16] initiated an analytical method to predict the load cycles
using up-crossing method, treating wind response as a narrow-band process. Later on, the
researchers realized that Gaussian distribution cannot perfectly describe the characteristics of
such responses, neither are the processes simply narrow-band as aerodynamic effects vary with
different structures in different locations. Efforts have been put by the researchers on find-
ing more appropriate probability models [18, 19] for stress response and developing advanced
methods to accurately adapt the band width effects of the process [20, 21, 22]. Specifically,
Lynn [18] modelled wind pressure on cladding components using a mixed Gaussian-Weibull
model. This way they can describe the non-normality of pressure fluctuations on roof of low
rise buildings, and its accuracy was backed by wind tunnel experiment. Holmes calculated
fatigue from resonant and background response separately, treating them as narrow-band and
wide-band process respectively. However, his wide-band analysis adopts the use of empirical
band-width parameters from and results from rain-flow counting (RFC), which makes it some-
what a hybrid analytical-numerical method. Ko and Kim [23] applied closed-form analytical
solutions to estimate high-cycle fatigue damages caused on curtain wall connections, and found
out the analytical solutions applied tend to be more conservative than numerical method based
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on Rain-flow counting, but they eliminate the burden of running numerical algorithms.
Researchers including Solari deserves special credit for developing systematic and com-
plete analytical solutions to evaluate wind fatigues. Taking the advantage of their effort on un-
derstanding aerodynamic phenomena and describing them analytically [24, 25, 26, 27], wind
engineers from the University of Genoa were able to gradually mature their fatigue model
and eventually came up with an elegant closed-form solution that considers a variety of as-
pects. To start off, Repetto [28] carried out theoretical modeling for along-wind fatigue of
slender structures, treating them as narrow-band processes. They then successfully derived the
solution for a slender structure’s cross-wind response and further expanded to all directions
[29, 30]. Till then, the whole process was conducted under narrow-band process, which de-
scribes cross-wind response relatively well due to its bandwidth characteristics, but tend to be
too conservative when dealing with processes having wider bandwidth. Repetto [21] then came
up with a bi-modal counting method to improve the overestimation of fatigue damage when
treating all processes as narrow-band [22]. Furthermore, He [31] extended the procedure to
non-neutral atmospheric conditions, and finally they integrated all these aspects into a closed
form solution to make the procedure more practical [32, 33, 34].
As discussed, the major advantage of analytical methods, especially the closed-form solu-
tions, is their simplicity: once the unknown parameters (including wind field, aerodynamic,
and dynamic characteristics) are known, they can then be plugged into the equations and fa-
tigue damages can be determined. Without the need of dealing with entire time histories,
computational costs of applying such method can be quite affordable. The disadvantage of
evaluating wind-induced fatigue analytically comes from different aspects, and one is the ac-
curacy when dealing with wide-band stress processes. Since most wide-band methods apply
a correction factor to counteract the overestimation, the precision to capture characteristics of
complicated fluctuations is questionable. Another drawback would be difficulties on accessing
aerodynamic characteristics in theoretical expressions. With complicate building geometries
and surrounding environment, finding the exact aerodynamic relationships become cumber-
some than performing a wind tunnel testing or running Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations to retrieve the time histories of wind responses.
1.2 Numerical Approach
While some studies improved the analytical technique that Davenport proposed by model-
ing non-normality and counteract bandwidth’s effects, a numerical way of calculating fatigue
damage from wind loading was also being developed. Wirsching and Shehata [35] applied
”Rain-flow Method” to determine cycles within a wide band random stress process to estimate
fatigue damages. This type of analyzing procedures applies numerical counting algorithms to
“count” the exact fluctuating cycles with different ranges (amplitudes) and means in a real or
simulated stress time history. Unlike the analytical way to determine wind-induced fatigue, this
method takes the time history of a response and analyzes in the time domain directly. A time
history of fluctuating stress level can been seen as a combination of numerous cycles with dif-
ferent levels of range and mean, which can be counted and recorded using numerical counting
algorithms such as Rain Flow Counting Algorithm [36]. Then combined with the component’s
material properties, the corresponding fatigue damage and life in this specific wind environ-
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ment can be calculated. With the development of computer technology, the computational
burden for processing time history data has been eased significantly, making the use of this ap-
proach computationally affordable. As for applications on wind-induced fatigues, Jancauskas
[37] started using this technique to assess roof cladding fatigue caused by tropical storms in
the 90s, and this methodology had become more and more visible in different literature pieces.
Xu [38] assessed load term fatigue loading on low rise building roof in both temperate and
cyclonic regions, which is a clear and thorough demonstration of this type of method. The
author [39] found that using the Rain-flow based approach, data from wind tunnel experiment
follows a close agreement with full scale testing. He then applied this analogy to different wind
related studies [40, 41]. Kumar and Stathopoulos [19, 42] also carried out a series of numerical
study to simulate roof pressure fluctuations and assess corresponding fatigue damages, and it
was concluded that at least the non-normality aspect of a random stress process can be well
addressed by numerical counting algorithms. In recent years, Repetto and Torrielli [43] found
that to accurately capture low frequency large amplitude stress cycles, it is crucial to have a
stress time history that is long enough, so that fluctuation with all levels of frequency can be
counted.
Unlike analytical methods which had evolved many times to improve its practicality, the use
of the numerical scheme was quite straightforward and already became mature in the 90s. The
advantage of numerical approach is that cycles in the time history can be counted regardless
of the bandwidth or distribution type, which means the same algorithm works for a narrow
band Gaussian process and wide band non-Gaussian process. These unique characteristics
make numerical approach applicable for the present study, since pressure variation on a high-
rise building’s facades is significant. Moreover, wind pressure’s distribution type, as well as
bandwidth can change drastically around regions such as corners and near-ground wall. On the
other hand, the shortcoming, mentioned by multiple authors, is the computational burden of
the numerically counting extensive time histories. However, as computer technology develops
rapidly, nowadays an average personal computer can handle the task with ease, which makes
this method the choice of the current research.
1.3 Research Gaps
Discussed in previous sections, city-growth-induced wind problems on building’s structural
response and PLW have generated researchers’ concerns. Their impacts both on the mean and
turbulent fluctuating part need to be studied methodologically considering the infrastructure
is aging and the loading condition is changing as city growth. When the study building is
isolated, it can be affected by body-generated turbulence, which is different from turbulence in
the free stream. A good example of this type of phenomenon is vortex shedding, which can be
observed quite easily on a isolated building. Since vortexes shed at one frequency, the cross-
wind response can be a (relative) narrow-band process. When the study building is surrounded
by other buildings, vortex shedding will then become much less obvious and effective on the
building’s pressure response. Thus, the stress process, especially for components on the side
walls, should be much more wide-banded theoretically. With a wider bandwidth, the stress
process may not cause as much damage as narrow-band process does. However, cladding
panels are relatively small comparing to the size of a building, so pressure fluctuations can be
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so localized that only few panels in certain regions will fail, but others can stay intact. With this
in mind, even though the global structural response of the entire building may be less critical as
surrounding grows up, local cladding panels and their components need to be carefully treated.
This interplay between city growth and aerodynamics and turbulence needs to be examined
thoroughly to assess the level of the risk tall buildings face in cities. On the other hand, effects
on cladding elements, especially the influence on cladding connections’ fatigue life has not
yet been investigated. In addition, most researchers applied probabilistic models to describe
mean wind speeds and their duration in order to account for accumulated damage. However,
to accurately estimate what will be experienced by the building at a specific location, it will be
ideal to use local wind data and ”replicate” what has happened in the past years. Therefore, the
research gaps need to be filled can be:
• Assess impacts of city growth on fatigue damage of tall building’s cladding connections
• Employ a method to directly use local wind speed history record to evaluate fatigue
damage through out the life of cladding connections, and compare it to the widely applied
distribution method.
1.4 Research Objectives
The main objective of this study is to assess the wind pressure on cladding under different
surrounding changes as the city growth using wind tunnel experiments, and estimate cladding
connection’s fatigue damage using numerical approaches. Each of the cases represents a stage
of city development, with gradually increased surrounding height (namely isolated, 25%H
surrounded, 50%H surrounded, 75%H surrounded, 100%H surrounded, where H = height of
the center building). Appropriate fatigue analysis methods will be developed and identified
that led to the two fatigue evaluation methods used in the study, namely (i) Direct Wind Time
History Method (DWTHM) developed as part of this study, and (ii) Wind Distribution Method
(WDM), which is the adopted in many literature pieces [38, 41, 23, 44].
The following sub objectives are envisioned to evaluate the impact of city growth on
cladding connection’s fatigue life:
• Assess the impact of city growth on the wind pressure on the facade - This will be
achieved by carrying out wind tunnel testing for five configurations representing city
growth, and surface Cp time histories from wind tunnel testing will be collected. (this
task was part of a larger project in the research team).
• Examine the damage mechanisms - this is better done through CFD simulations to visu-
alize air flows around building in different scenarios and explain the mechanisms leading
to fatigue damages.
• Develop methods for wind induced fatigue analysis that is comprised of both narrow and
wide band process- This will be done by developing stress response models for selected
cladding connection using FEM to determine the time history of the stress from Cp time
histories on cladding connections.
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• Develop numerical methods to assess accumulated fatigue damages under design life - it
is done using both a wind time history approach and a wind distribution approach. Apply
both methods to calculate damage and compare results.
Chapter 2
Methodology
In each stage of simulated city growth, unique aerodynamic characteristics of the specific sur-
rounding layout are represented by surface pressure fluctuations on the study building. Since
these pressure time histories can be generated and captured by either wind tunnel testing or
CFD tools with Large Eddy Simulation (LES), one may suggest that both methods shall be
used. However, for fatigue damage estimation, unlike other structural analysis, it is crucial
to preserve a time-history that is long enough such that cycles with high-frequency and low
amplitude and cycles with low-frequency and high amplitude are all counted and calculated
into the fatigue damage [43]. Since time histories need to be kept long, simulations of CFD
model would be computationally expensive, whereas running wind tunnel experiment can pro-
vide abundant time-histories data in one test. Once the experiment is completed, time-histories
of surface pressure coefficients are first converted into exact pressure on the building’s facades,
and then these pressures are calculated into forces applied on cladding connections. On the
connections’ side, a Finite Element Method (FEM) model is constructed to analyze the con-
nection’s stress response in this study, and details of the FEM study are included in Chapter
3. Once the FEM analysis is conducted, the resultant stress response is processed by rain-flow
counting algorithm and corresponding stress cycle histograms are used to determine the fatigue
damages on connections under different locations of the facades.
2.1 Wind Tunnel Test
2.1.1 Description of study building and surrounding conditions
Briefly discussed in Chapter 1, five generic surrounding layouts with varying height levels
are used to imitate the aerodynamic changes during city growth. In the the present study,
Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Council (CAARC) standard building building [45] is
selected as the study object, which has a full-scale dimension of 100 ft by 150 ft by 600 ft (depth
by width by height). In each layout, the study building is surrounded by foam blocks with same
planar dimensions, but different heights, varying from 0%H (isolated case) to 100%H (fully
surrounded case). Figure 2.1 shows each scenario in the wind tunnel and also in 3D models
(used in CFD model):
Case (a) illustrates the isolated case where the study building stand alone; cases (b-e) rep-
8
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(a) Isolated CFD Model (b) Isolated Wind Tunnel Model
(c) 25%H Surrounded CFD Model (d) 25%H Surrounded Wind Tunnel Model
(e) 50%H Surrounded CFD Model (f) 50%H Surrounded Wind Tunnel Model
(g) 75%H Surrounded CFD Model (h) 75%H Surrounded Wind Tunnel Model
(i) 100%H Surrounded CFD Model (j) 100%H Surrounded Wind Tunnel Model
Figure 2.1: Study building with different surrounding height levels in CFD computational do-
main and Wind Tunnel
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resent scenarios where the study building is surrounded by buildings with 25% H, 50%H, 75%
H, and 100% H.
2.1.2 Wind Pressure Testing
Wind tunnel experiment in this study was carried out at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Lab-
oratory (BLWTL) at Western University, London, ON. This wind tunnel (Figure 2.2) features
a 33m long, 2.4m wide section, with height varying from 1.5m (tunnel end) to 2.15m (testing
platform). Shown in Figure 2.3, fences, triangular spires, and a barrier panel act as fixed tur-
bulence generators, which work together and contribute to disturbing the inflow and give air
flows the desired statistics. Small roughness blocks with adaptable heights are buried into the
tunnel floor from the inlet to the front of testing platform. In addition to these set-ups, this
experiment employed a section of further refined roughness blocks just in front of the testing
section. The overall planar layout of the described elements can be found in Figure 2.4. All
roughness blocks, along with fixed turbulence generators, work together to reproduce a bound-
ary layer profile to the match a designated exposure category of the wind field, i.e. urban,
suburban, or open terrain. In this study, all 5 cases are tested within a suburban ABL profile,
and a comparison of the wind tunnel profile with corresponding ESDU profile can found in
Appendix C.
Figure 2.2: BLWT
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Figure 2.3: Fixed Turbulence Generator
Figure 2.4: Layout of Roughness Elements
Geometrical scale of this wind tunnel test is 1:400, leaving the study building to be 457.2mm
x 114.3mm x 76.2mm (height x width x depth) in model scale, representing the dimensions of
a standard CAARC building. Discussed previously, to simulate the growth of a city, the study
building is surrounded by four sets of foam blocks with heights from 25%H to 100%H. Along
with the isolated case where study building stands alone, 5 surrounding height conditions are
tested during the experiment. In each surrounding setup there are 23 wind angle of attack
(AOA) tested, ranging from 0◦ to 315◦. From 0◦ to 180◦ AOAs at 10◦ interval are tested, i.e.
AOA=0◦, 10◦, . . . 170◦, 180◦. After AOA=180◦ only three angles are tested since the rest
can be mirrored due to geometrical symmetry of the building, and test for each AOA lasted
128 seconds in the wind tunnel. Since this experiment is conducted at a geometrical scale
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of 1:400, the corresponding time scale will be 400:1 if velocity scale is set 1:1, i.e. a mean
wind speed of 10.668m/s. Thus, a 128s time history can represent 14 hours of full-scale aero-
dynamic response of the study building. Moreover, when using a velocity scale of 1:3 that
represents strong wind condition with 32m/s wind speed, the time history still contains more
than 3 hours of fluctuation, which provides adequate duration for fatigue analysis. With a
scanning frequency of 400Hz, 51200 data points are recorded and retrieved on all 367 surface









Where p is the pressure measured at one pressure tap, po is the reference static pressure in
the wind tunnel, measured and averaged by the three pressure probes located above the testing
section. ρ is the density of air, and UH is the mean wind speed recorded at the roof height of
the building, when no building is present (empty wind field). In this testing, the blockage ratio
varies from 1.01% (isolated case) to 11.14% (fully surrounded case). According to literature
[46], blockage ratio smaller than 10% is unlikely to generate any aerodynamics differences on
bluff body, and therefore in most cases here in this study it is safe to say there is no blockage
issue. It is noticed that this ratio for the fully surrounded case does exceed the 10% threshold
by a small margin, but since in later part of this study this case is found to generate nearly no
fatigue damage as all. Such blockage ratio difference (10% vs. 11.14%) is believed to have
very insignificant impact on the findings of this study.
2.2 CFD Model
To explain some of the variation in wind pressure and fatigue load, a flow visualization tool
should be used to support rationales, and CFD simulation is a very good candidate. In this
section, details of CFD simulation to generate wind fields that are later used in Chapter 5 to
explain some of the mechanisms presented.
Three dimensional Large Eddy Simulation (LES) have been carried out to replicate wind
tunnel testing and perform flow visualizations to better explain the change of aerodynamics
between each surrounding setup. Identical to wind tunnel experiment, five surrounding heights
are simulated, each of which stands for a phase of city growth. Due to high computational
demands, only two wind AOAs for each case are simulated, which are chosen to be 0◦ and
50◦, the two AOAs that generate most critical RMS of Cp from the wind tunnel testing. 367
monitoring probes are set 1mm away from the model surfaces, replicating pressure taps on the
wind tunnel model. Similar to wind tunnel testing, Cp data through the entire simulation can be
recorded as time histories. However, in order to estimate accurate fatigue damages, it is crucial
to simulate long enough time histories so that stress cycles with low frequency, which generally
come with greater amplitudes, can be preserved. The 128s long time histories produced from
wind tunnel are feasible, but extremely difficult to be fully simulated in CFD, which is the
reason why CFD in this study only works as flow visualizer. In this study, all simulations are
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done using commercial CFD software StarCCM+, which were run on the High-Performance
Computer (HPC) provided by Compute Canada.
2.2.1 Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions
Since the purpose of these CFD simulations are to imitate the wind tunnel tests and produce
visualization of each flow fields, details of the Computational Domain (CD) are set identical
to the physical tunnel, including geometrical scaling and domain dimensions shown in Figure
2.5. Unlike a typical CFD simulation, the choices of boundary conditions for this study are
quite straightforward: every surface, except the inlet and outlet, are treated as no-slip walls,
whose tangential velocity component is set to be zero, representing real walls and surfaces in
the tunnel. More details of the CFD model can be found in Appendix C. Inflow properties
of the CD’s velocity inlet, despite the these are LESs, are set to have a constant wind speed
(10.668m/s) and zero turbulence contents through the entire inlet plane. The idea is that repli-
cated turbulence generators and roughness blocks in the CD should be able to reproduce the
same atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) profiles including turbulence statistics as the wind
tunnel does. A brief comparison of the ABL profiles in the wind tunnel and CFD simulations
can be found in Appendix C.
(a) Wind Tunnel (b) Computational Domain
Figure 2.5: CFD Replica of the Wind Tunnel Geometry
2.2.2 Grid Discretization
In these models, polyhedral mesher is applied to discretize the CD volume, whose size is set
to be at least smaller than the dimension of the smallest element found in the wind tunnel.
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Throughout the entire CFD study, two mesh configurations have been applied, and their differ-
ences are summarized in Table 2.1. G1, which is the relatively coarser grid setting, has been
applied to all 10 simulations as a “base” set-up. On the other hand, G2, with an extra mesh
refinement zone to capture small air movements, has only been applied to two simulations to
explain the mechanism of concentrated fatigue damage found near trailing edges, which has
been explained previously. Pictures of meshed CFD model are attached in Appendix C.






G1 0.02 N/A 0.005 15M
G2 0.02 0.01 0.005 40M
Table 2.1: CFD Model Mesh Setting
Time step length in these LESs is set to be 0.001s to make sure Courant number is main-
tained below 1, which is a general criterion for model convergence and accuracy of any pro-
duced results. Models with G2 grid setting has been run over 13,000 time steps so that at least
10s of usable time histories can be retrieved for post-processing.
2.3 Cladding Connection
Wind pressures are distributed on the cladding of a building and the formed forces are then
delivered to the connections holding the cladding components. Some typical fixing types used
in stone cladding are butterfly bracket (kerf bracket), bent steel plates, fisher bolt, etc. [47].
Here butterfly bracket has been adopted as the design due to its high availability and application
in industry. Figure 2.6 gives an idea of what typical butterfly brackets look like: a bent metal
angle with one end split into upper and lower legs, and one end ready to be bolted. To accurate
analyze the structure’s load effects, the stress response has been studied by employing a FEM
study. More details of the selected connection and FEM model are presented in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.6: Typical Butterfly Bracket
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2.4 Rain-Flow Counting Algorithm
When stress response on each connection are found using corresponding Cp time histories,
stress cycles hidden in stress process need to be counted in order to perform fatigue damage
evaluation. Many counting algorithms such as rain-flow counting [36], peak, and peak val-
ley methods [48] have been proposed to count stress cycles and determine fatigue damages.
Among these methods, the one that has been applied by most researchers is rain-flow counting
(RFC), which was proposed by Matsuishi and Endo [36]. Mechanism of rain-flow counting
algorithm is described below:
Step 1. Imagine a time history is a combination of multiple peaks and valleys (Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7: A Stress Time History
Step 2. Rotate the time history by 90 degrees so that the stress becomes x axis and time
becomes y axis, as shown in Figure 2.8.
Step 3. Consider each peak and valley a source of rain-flow, and rain-flow stops when:
• The next valley is smaller than that in the beginning of the path, for a path started with a
valley, e.g. path a-f, g-h, etc.
• The next peak is greater than that in the beginning of the path, for a path started with a
peak, e.g. b-c, d-e.
• The path meets a previous path, e.g. path c-c’, h-i-j”
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Figure 2.8: Rain Flow Paths
Step 4. Treat all the paths as stress half cycles with different ranges and means.
Step 5. Pair cycles with identical ranges and means to be whole cycles and record the
numbers.
Step 6. For each half cycle, the stress range is calculated as the stress difference of the start
and end, and mean is the average of the start and end of the flow.
Theoretically, for a time-history that is long enough, a half cycle will always find another
half cycle to be paired up, and then the two halves are combined into a full cycle, representing
a complete hysteresis loop. Examples of full cycles are b-c and c-c’ in Figure 2.8. Analysis
conducted in this study has found that using current wind tunnel data, only few unpaired half
cycles are left for each time history, which consolidates this hypothesis.
Applying the above algorithm, stress cycles hidden in the stress process shown in Figure
2.8 can be counted, and results are summarized in Table 2.2:
Now if this method is applied to the stress response on a connection near the location of
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Half Cycle Full Cycle
a − f b − c&c − c′
f − k d − e&e − e′
h − j” i − j& j − j′
k − l
g − h
Table 2.2: Stress Cycle Summary
pressure tap 101, the cycles hidden in the stress time history in Figure 2.9 can be counted into a
3-D stress histogram in Figure 2.10, with each cell representing the cycle numbers of a specific
range (or amplitude) and mean level.
Figure 2.9: Stress Time history of a Connection near Roof Edge
2.5 Total Cycle Counts, Wind Directions and Duration
Wind tunnel testing is conducted at a fixed mean wind speed, and the resultant Cp data can
be used under different design wind speeds to evaluate wind force received by the building,
which is how a typical structural analysis utilizes wind tunnel data. However, for fatigue load
determination, the number of stress cycles varies with different wind speed level and it needs
to be identified, so it is crucial to find the correct relationship between them.
According to multiple researchers [18, 37, 38], the relationship between total stress cycle
number and the magnitude of mean wind speed is linear. This linear relationship indicates that
in a same amount of time, one connection may experience twice stress fluctuations if the mean
wind speed in this period is doubled. Therefore, the cycle histograms counted from the wind
tunnel time histories, which is recorded under a mean wind speed of 10.668m/s, can be scaled
and adapted to duration with different levels of mean wind speed. With use of this theory, the
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Figure 2.10: Stress Cycle Histogram
overall stress cycles in the lifetime of a structure can then be estimated if duration for each
mean wind speed level are known.
Figure 2.11: Wind rose at Pearson International Airport
The fact that wind comes from different directions makes the probability of one wind angle
of attack different from another. These probabilities vary from location to location: for ex-
ample, Figure 2.11 illustrates the wind rose at Pearson International Airport, generated using
wind speed record collected there. It is easy to see that in this specific region wind mostly
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comes from the West angles, from AOA=225◦ to 360◦, while winds from 0◦ to 180◦ are less
common. With this specific wind distribution, concentrated fatigue damages can be expected
to occur on the north and south face of the building, since they become the sides façades where
intensive pressure fluctuations are found. Therefore, it would be necessary to identify number
of hours that each AOA occupies under all possible wind speed levels. Then, combined with
stress histograms developed using each AOA’s own Cp time histories, the total stress cycles
and damage caused by these cycles can be determined.
2.5.1 Direct Wind Time History Method
Generally, there are two possible ways to collect wind speed and duration information, and
the first approach can be applied when abundant wind speed data are available: with sufficient
wind speed records, the number of hours under each different wind speeds and AOAs can be
counted directly from the history record for a certain design life (typically 50 years in Canada),
and this method is named as “Direct Wind Time History Method (DWTHM)”. The core of
applying this approach is to count the hours under each mean wind speed level and each wind
angle, and a step-by-step breakdown of the application is illustrated in Figure 2.12.
2.5.2 Wind Distribution Method
Although the use of Direct Wind Time History Method is quite straightforward and the results
would fit into the local climate accurately, there are still disadvantages on its application. The
major difficulty is the access of data: not all regions have available wind speed record for over
50 years, and this makes it not realistic to apply the wind history directly. Therefore, Wind
Distribution Method (WDM), which does not rely on directly processing annual wind speed
records, can come into effect. This approach can be performed with the presence of wind rose
and mean wind speed distribution, and its process is similar to the one illustrated in Figure 2.13,
except the counting of hours under specific wind speed and AOA is done using the probability
density function (PDF) of mean wind speed. Adopted by multiple researchers [38, 41], the
theory is to divide the PDF curve into multiple bins with an equal width ∆u, and the area of the
ith bin represents the portion of time that is under mean wind speed level Ui, where Ui is the
average value of wind speed at ith bin.
With the help of wind speed distribution model, this approach becomes more robust than
the Direct Wind Record Method and more suitable in locations where extensive wind data
cannot be collected. In this study, the mean wind speed distribution model is chosen to be
Weibull distribution, which is a widely applied model in relative literatures [32, 49, 50, 44].












Where k is the shape parameter and λ is the scale parameter. Figure 2.14 is an example
of fitted Weibull PDF, in this case this PDF is generated using wind data at AOA=180◦ using
Pearson International Airport wind speed data. PDFs for all wind angles (in 10◦ increment)
used in this study can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.12: Direct Wind Time History Method
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Figure 2.13: Wind Distribution Method
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Figure 2.14: Weibull PDF and wind speed histogram at AOA = 180◦
2.6 Fatigue Damage Calculation
Now that the stresses experienced by the connection are known, a set of criteria need to be
applied such that the corresponding fatigue damage can be quantified. In this study, linear
stress-life relationship (S-N Curve) of the chosen material is adopted. The S-N curve predicts
the corresponding number of cycles that lead to failure under each specific stress range, and
combine with the use of Miner’s law the accumulated damage can be calculated. S-N curve
only takes range of the stress into consideration, but realistically the mean level of each cycle
also contributes to fatigue damage and therefore they need to be considered [32]. To address







Where S r is the true stress range, S m is the mean level of stress in this cycle, S u is the
ultimate stress capacity of this material, and S eq is the equivalent stress to be used in the ma-
terial’s S-N curve. The connection material chosen here is stainless steel AISI 304 (A304),
which is a popular steel grade adopted by various manufacturers. Fatigue stress-life properties
of A304 steel have been taken from literature [52] and in current study the linear (log-log) S-N
relationship is fitted as:
NS m = A (2.4)
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Where N is the component’s fatigue cycle life under stress range S , and S here is the
equivalent stress value S eq from the previous equation. m and A are the corresponding material
parameters, which are found to be 3.43 and 1.82*1017.
Once the N has been found for each cell in the stress histogram, Miner’s law is applied






Where ni is the number of cycles in cell i of the total stress histogram, and Ni is the fatigue
life cycle calculated for that cell using equation 2.3 and 2.4. Once D reaches 1, the entire
fatigue life of the connections is consumed based on the current theory.
Chapter 3
Stress Analysis at connections of cladding
systems
The connection type studied in this research is called kerf bracket, or butterfly bracket which
is used as a typical fixing mechanism for stone cladding systems [47]. Shown in the Figure
3.1, a butterfly bracket is fixed to concrete on the wall side by anchor bolt and inserted into the
stone panel on the cladding side. Usually, the type of butterfly bracket displayed in this figure
has its wall end corner bent on site so that the in and out positioning can be adjusted. As its
name “butterfly” suggests, the panel end of the bracket is split into halves and bent upward and
downward to form two legs, where the upper leg goes into the bottom slot of the upper cladding
panel, and the lower leg stays in the top slot of the lower panel. In practice, four bracket are
used to support one stone panel to balance wind load, and in this study brackets with thickness
of 5mm and width of 70mm are designed to support 1000mm x 1500mm stone panels, which
are applied to cover building’s surfaces (without roof, typical for high-rise structures). Notice
that the capacity of this configuration under static wind load has been checked in literature
[47], and therefore the fatigue analysis results for this design can then be meaningful..
Figure 3.1: Butterfly bracket schematics (Zhou, 2018)
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3.1 Load Path
Cladding panels are to sustain wind pressure acting on the façades of the building, and then
forces on each panel are share by the sets of four-bracket support. Therefore, the Cp values
from model’s pressure taps are the source of the stress response in the brackets. Figure 3.2
gives a general idea of how the brackets receive load from the outside environment.
(a) Wind Environment (b) Pressure Distribution
(c) Cladding Load (d) Forces Received by Bracket Angles
Figure 3.2: Load Path Diagram
As suggested in the diagram, the structure receives wind loads in the wind field shown
in Figure 3.2(a), which generate pressure distributions on the façades, described by the Cp
contours in Figure 3.2(b). Since each cladding panel can be located in Cp contour, and the
corresponding Cp on that panel can be found, which is taken as the Cp value of the mid-point
of the panel illustated in Figure 3.2(c). This assumption can be made because the panel size
is small enough compared to the size of a façade, and the variation of Cp on one panel can be
neglected. Moreover, the Cp values on two vertically adjacent panels are also very close, which
is supported by the fact that resultant forces on the upper and lower legs on each bracket are
found nearly identical in this study. Now that the pressure acting on a panel can be calculated
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using the Cp and corresponding wind speed, the force distributed on the brackets in Figure








Where ρ is the air density, U is the wind speed at roof height, and A is the area of one stone
panel (1.5m2). For one bracket, forces acting on the two legs are calculated using Cp from
upper and lower panel respectively. Next, to continue the fatigue analysis, a force-to-stress
relationship needs to be found so that Cp time-histories can eventually be converted to stress
time-histories.
3.2 FEM Model in ANSYS
Due to the complicity and lack of analytical solution to this bracket type’s load response, a
Finite Element Method (FEM) model of this connection is constructed to get the force-stress
relationship in the stress concentration zone. Commercial FEM software ANSYS Mechanical
18.2 is chosen to be the modelling platform and a structural model is created for the connection.
Drawn in the built-in CAD tool SpaceClaim, the model’s geometry is kept identical to what has
been described in the previous section. Figure 3.3 shows how the body is divided into several
sections for further mesh refinements.
Figure 3.3: Connection FEM model geometry – colors show different grid zones
3.2.1 Mesh Setup
The model is cut into 7 sub-bodies, including: wall end, bolt hole, end corner, bed, split, upper
leg, and lower leg. These cuts are made this way so that potential stress concentration zones
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such as the angle split shown in Figure 3.4, corner bend shown in Figure 3.5, and the bolt hole
can be assigned with proper mesh sizes. Only with meshes fine enough, local extreme stresses
can be identified by the solver. In terms of mesh element (mesher), both hexahedron and
tetrahedron meshers have been applied in initial trials, but eventually it was decided to apply
hexahedron on all sub-bodies due to less computational demand and better mesh convergence.
Even though all parts are meshed using hexahedron elements, different meshing methods and
sized are applied to different regions. All parts other than the angle split are determined by AN-
SYS as “sweepable”, so they are meshed by Sweep Method – the simplest way of generating
hex meshes. The angle split part, due to its geometrical complicity, has to be constructed using
Hex Dominant Method. Mesh size also varies from part to part: the coarsest sizing, 1mm, is
adopted to bed and wall end, since no significant stress can be seen in these regions. Bolt hole,
legs, and the corner bend are filled with finer meshes. Table 3.1 summarizes mesh size adopted
by each part. Finest meshes are applied to the angle split since the stress developed between the
two legs are found to be more significant than any other parts in the model, and due to its small
cross section, fatigue failure can be anticipated to initiate from here. A mesh convergence test
has been performed to determine how fine should the split be meshed to obtain a stable stress
output: starting from 0.5mm, 7 different sizes are tried and eventually convergence is achieved
when it reaches 0.2mm. A summary of mesh size convergence for the split part chart can be
found in Appendix B.
Mesh Summary
Part Method Size (mm)
End Sweep Hex 1
Hole Sweep Hex 0.5
Bend Sweep Hex 0.5
Bed Sweep Hex 1
Bed End Sweep Hex 0.5
Legs Hex Dominant 0.2
Table 3.1: ANSYS Mesh Sizes on Divided Parts
3.2.2 Loading Condition
Mentioned previously, the goal of carrying out FEM study is to identify the load effect of this
component, i.e. how much stress can be developed under a certain amount of force, and where
are these stress concentration zones located. Since this is a static analysis, it is decided to apply
unit forces in ANSYS and retrieve corresponding stress amounts to be scaled in the fatigue cal-
culation algorithm. Since both positive and negative pressure can develop on building surfaces,
the model is run in two scenarios: one has two unit forces pulling the legs outwards, represent-
ing negative wind pressure, and the other has the forces pushing the legs inward, representing
positive wind pressure. These conditions modelled in ANSYS are demonstrated in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.4: Mesh Refinement at Angle Split
Figure 3.5: Mesh Refinement at Corner Bend
3.2.3 Load Response
In both cases, when forces are applied on the upper and lower leg, great amount of deformation
can be observed at the split angle component, where maximum stress is always located at the
joint of the two legs. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the deformed component under outward pulling
forces, which are introduced by negative wind pressure. Figure 3.8, on the other hand, gives
an idea on the component’s deformation and stress under positive wind pressure. Even though
forces are applied on opposite sides of the legs with opposite directions, they all produce a
concentrated stress areas: (1) the joint between the two legs illustrated in Figure 3.7 and 3.8;
(2) the right angle bend shown in Figure 3.9.
Although the amount of stress accumulated at the two legs’ joint seems to be more critical
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(a) negative wind pressure
(b) positive wind pressure
Figure 3.6: FEM model loading cases
than the bends, it is not likely to cause too many problems since even though the joints starts
to crack the legs themselves are still connected to the main body of the bracket, which is the
key of panel attachment. However, if the bends start to fail, the legs will break from the main
body, and then the cladding panel will detached from the connection, falling off the wall. Thus,
it would be important to look be the stress accumulation at the bends, i.e. Figure 3.9. As a
purpose of this FEM analysis, the von mises stress at these locations are retrieved for both
cases (positive and negative pressure), and then they can be scaled with different forces to
represent the stress response of this connection under corresponding wind loads. A summary
of the stresses at locations indicated in Figure 3.9 is attached in Table 3.2.
Stress Response (MPa)
Negative Wind Pressure Positive Wind Pressure
Upper Leg 0.52 0.502
Lower Leg 0.518 0.507
Table 3.2: Von Mises Stress at Split Legs under unit force
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Figure 3.7: Deformation at Angle Split Caused by Negative Wind Pressure
Figure 3.8: Deformation at Angle Split Caused by Positive Wind Pressure
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(a) Upper Leg (b) Lower Leg
(c) Upper Leg (d) Lower Leg




Using the previously proposed approaches as discussed in Chapter 2, wind-induced fatigue
damages on tall building cladding connections during 50 years of lifetime have been estimated.
The aerodynamics data obtained from the boundary layer wind tunnel laboratory testing is
synthesized with meteorological data Toronto Pearson International Airport for evaluating time
history pressure loading on the cladding elements. The stress at each connections is then
evaluated using FEM models based on the wind pressure distributions. The following sections
illustrate the corresponding damage contours for each case of surrounding height and a D value
of 1 indicates failure on the bracket’s bent angle, which will cause the attached cladding panel
to fall off. With the support of Cp contour plots and CFD flow visualization, the current study
manages to explain mechanisms behind.
The results and discussions for both analysis methods namely Direct Wind Time History
and Wind Distribution Methods are presented in section 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Please note
that contours show the damage amount D of connections under cladding panel in the corre-
sponding area with scale of 0-1. According to Miner’s law, regions that have D = “0” indicates
connections supporting cladding panels in this area do not suffer from fatigue damage, whereas
failures are likely to occur and replacement of these connections are needed when D reaches 1.
4.1 Discussion on Fatigue Damage Results using Time His-
tory Method
4.1.1 Isolated Study Building
Due to the fact that fatigue damages come from repetition of loads, the fluctuating component
of wind pressure can be the main source that contributes to the damage, and it directly controls
the amount of stress that develops in the panel brackets. One way to look at this fluctuation
is to plot the root mean square (RMS) values of Cp on building’s surface. Figure 4.1 gives
the RMS distribution for AOA = 90◦ (wind straight from the east). Note that the wind tunnel
model has only been tested in wind angle of attack from the east side since the study building
is geometrically symmetric, so when generating wind pressures for AOAs greater than 180◦,
the tap data are flipped around north-south axis and used to results for western wind directions.
Thus, 90◦ is chosen as the best AOA to explain what would happen when AOA=270◦. For the
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isolated case, it is observed that high levels of fluctuation (indicated by RMS value) are found
on the left side of the North wall, and right side of the South wall, which are both near the East
wall since these plots are made considering readers are standing in front of each façade and
looking into it. Considering that wind coming from 90◦ AOA will hit the East wall and create
separations on the North and South sides, high level of RMS are produced near the East edges,
and similar results is implied on the fatigue damage plots: most damages observed on North
and South walls, near their West edge (Figure 2.11 shows wind mostly comes from the west
side at Pearson Airport).
Figure 4.1: RMS of Cp at AOA=90◦ in Isolated Case
Looking at Figure 4.2, regions where severe damages can be seen are the West bottom and
top corners of the north façade, where connections at bottom almost reach half of their fatigue
life, and the ones at the very top corner are considered as failed. Moreover, the west side of
the South wall also seems to contain some levels of damage, but not as severe as the North.
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Generally, intensive pressure fluctuation can be observed in side wall regions right after the
leading edge, which are exactly where most damages are found. Damages on the north side are
generally higher than those on the south, and this can be explained since wind is more likely
to come from the fourth quarter (270◦-360◦) than the third quarter (180◦ to 270◦), as shown in
Figure 2.11.
Figure 4.2: Fatigue Damage in Isolated Case
Another important finding is that the most critical damages (i.e. D=1 and the connection
brackets needs to be replaced) concentrate at the top corner, which would be surprising if only
the RMS plots are used to explain the physics since RMS at bottom corner tends to surpass
the top corner on the north surface. However, as explained previously in chapter 2, fatigue
damages are not just caused by the fluctuating component (range) of stress cycles alone, but
also by the mean level of each cycle. Cycles with greater mean stress level will bring more
damage than cycles with less mean values even if they have the same range of fluctuation, and
the high-rise nature of the CAARC building can result in significant mean pressure difference
from the bottom to the top. Mean Cp plots in Figure 4.3 indicate a difference of 0.3 (-0.9 and
-1.2) between the left bottom and top on the north face.
This mean Cp difference can bring large difference in terms of mean wind load at the two
locations, and therefore the extreme damage values around the top corner are realistic. Other
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Figure 4.3: Mean Cp Plots at AOA=90◦ in Isolated Case
than the top corner, the most concerning location is then the right bottom corner. Reasons for
both high pressure fluctuations and damages can be higher turbulence content at low height,
as well as body generated turbulence such as down wash and horse shoe vortex, which make
air flow at the bottom level much more chaotic. This phenomenon can be observed in CFD
visualization shown in Figure 4.4, where intensive flow separation can be observed, and the
wake of the building at this bottom level seems to be effected by vortex shedding a lot. As a
result, wind pressure at lower level of the building contains a significant amount fluctuations,
which will eventually affects the fatigue life of cladding connections under this region.
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Figure 4.4: Flow Field near Bottom of Target building in Isolated Case
4.1.2 Study Building Surrounded by Buildings with Varying Heights
When city grows, the height of surroundings increases. As described in chapter 1, this process
is simulated by setting up different stages of surrounding heights around the study building,
and then the same analysis is performed for each case. Similarly, RMS plot of Figure 4.5 can
be used to understand connections’ stress fluctuation at different regions.
Coming from isolated to partially surrounded, RMS of the study building’s surface Cp
distributes quite differently: even though high fluctuations are still located near East edges
of North/South wall, it is obvious that in this case maximum RMS are found higher than the
previous scenario, very close to 25%H. As a result, the corresponding fatigue damage contour
plots are presented in Figure 4.6.
In this plot, the damage distribution follows similar physics seen in the RMS plot: critical
damages are still located in the separation zone, right after the leading edge (in this case the
West edges, explained previously),and peaks are located higher than isolated case (comparing
to Figure 4.2). However, distinctive features appear in this set of damage contours. First of
all, the damage zones are much more concentrated than RMS peaks. In Figure 4.5 it is noticed
that high fluctuations takes up a great portion of North and South wall, whereas in the damages
contour plot Figure 4.6, connections in crucial conditions are only found at two peaks near the
leading edge, at height of 75m (roughly). Here the critical zones are located higher than 45.5m
(25%*182m), which again does not perfectly match expectation and observations from RMS
contours. The only rationale that can be made currently is that the because the wind pressure
fluctuations’ (RMS) distribution is not too localized so that compared to exact 25%H. Wind-
induced stress processes at these regions contain similar fluctuating component, but greater
mean component, which can be observed from the Mean Cp plots found in Appendix D. As
a result of the mean stress effect, more severe fatigue damage occurs. Let along the damage
locations, the amount of fatigue damages is the what draws most attentions here. Comparing
to the isolated scenario where the study building almost doesn’t suffer from fatigue damage,
here in the 25%H surrounded case certain connections have already reached D=1, indicating
potential fatigue failure introduced by surrounding’s growth.
In terms of 50%H case, damage observations (Figure 4.8) follow findings in the RMS
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Figure 4.5: RMS of Cp at AOA=90◦ in 25%H Surrounded Case
plot (Figure 4.7) better than the previously case: critical zones are found near mid-height on
the western side of north and south face However, critical damages seen here are even more
localized and severe than before. This makes the 50%H case stand out comparing to other
cases, thus CFD simulations with refined mesh setups (G2 setting in Chapter 2) for isolated
case and this case are conducted to compare the flow field characteristics.
Figure 4.9 and 4.10 are instantaneous velocity field visualizations taken at half height of the
CAARC building, which demonstrates the different aerodynamic interactions in these scenar-
ios. When the building stands alone, it is the shape of the body that interacts with air (aeroelas-
tic effects are not considered in this study), and body-induced effects such as flow separation,
vortex shedding, as well as turbulence contained in the wind are the sources of load fluctuation.
From the 3 frames, it can be roughly concluded that flow separates at the West corners and can
hardly reattach on the North or South wall, and even if it does, reattachment happens at the very
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Figure 4.6: Fatigue Damage in 25%H Surrounded Case
end of the two walls. Separation bubbles in such scale contribute to a spread out wind pres-
sure fluctuations, which then lead to a relatively non-localized damage pattern found in Figure
4.2. On the other hand, when building is grouped by surrounding, the building’s own charac-
teristics are relaxed, instead, complex interactions in between the surroundings arise and may
play a dominant role in generating surface pressure fluctuation on the target building. Compar-
ing to the isolated case where air flows separate and almost never reattach on the sides of the
building, building with 50% H covered has much smaller separation bubbles appearing on the
sides, which may explain why fatigue damages in this scenario concentrates so much behind
the leading edge. Since air flows constantly reattach on different locations of the side surfaces,
this is believed to cause surface pressure to further fluctuate. Notice that only at height level
similar to the surrounding height this phenomenon can be captured clearly, which is the effect
of surrounding coverage. Below this height level, wind tends to be calm, which is supported by
evidence in the RMS contours. Appendix F shows complete recorded animations in an online
drive link.
When surrounding height continues growing and comes to 75% and 100% of H, the fatigue
damage can be relieved, illustrated in Figure 4.11 and 4.12. In the case of 75%H surrounded,
the critical zones climb up to around 125m, but the amount of damage caused is reduced
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Figure 4.7: RMS of Cp at AOA=90◦ in 50%H Surrounded Case
significantly. No failure is observed in both conditions, where in 75%H case some connections
in the critical regions have passed half of them fatigue life. The relaxed fatigue damages here
are not surprising, since both fluctuating and mean components of Cp are reduced in the cases.
4.2 Discussion on Fatigue Damage Results using Wind Dis-
tribution Method
In chapter 2, a wind speed distribution based method, called wind distribution method, has
been proposed beside DWTHM to evaluate faitgue damages. Different from DWTHM, which
requires local wind speed history, WDM can be a more robust approach since only wind speed
distribution data is required. If DWTHM is a method that accurately describe the local wind
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Figure 4.8: Fatigue Damage in 50%H Surrounded Case
environment, then WDM can only be as good if adopted probabilistic model (Weibull distribu-
tion in this case) has a close fit with the local wind data.
Figure 4.13 demonstrate fatigue damage experienced by the building in isolated case, which
follows the result concluded by DWTHM in Figure 4.2 closely. This initiates a high-quality fit
of the chosen wind speed model when dealing with isolated fatigue analysis, but they results
from the two methods do not always match perfectly. In general, results from WDM match the
overall phenomena DWTHM presents: as surroundings grow, fatigue damage become more
critical and peak damages accumulate near leading edges on North and South facades. When
surrounding height reaches 50%H, it can be found in Figure 4.15 that maximum damage can
be observed (out of the five tested scenarios), and then the amount of damage dies out as
surrounding height keeps climbing up, indicted in Figure 4.16 and 4.17.
While WDM reports very close results in all other cases (isolated, 50%H, 75%H, and
100%H Covered), the 25%H surrounded case is the one where consistency has not been pro-
duced. The critical damage regions found in Figure 4.14 do match Figure 4.6 relatively well,
but it cannot produce the quantitative results accurately: DWTHM yield damage peaks that
contain D greater than 1, which in reality require examination and even replacement of the
connection, whereas WDM states these values are no more than 0.5, indicating connections




Figure 4.9: Velocity Field at 12 H, Isolated Case




Figure 4.10: Velocity Field at 12 H, 50%H Surrounded Case
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Figure 4.11: Fatigue Damage in 75%H Surrounded Case
under these locations are still at half of their lives. These underestimated values may fail to
warn constructor/ building owners to perform relative checks during the service life of the
cladding system, which then has the potential to cause safety issues.
Since the core difference between DWTHM and WDM is only how they count the wind
duration, a selection of other probabilistic model may just increase the usability of WDM.
For example, another model to describe mean wind speed distribution can be Hyrid-Weibull
proposed by Takle and Brown [53]. Similarly, if a new model needs to be adopted, its accuracy
for determined fatigue damages can always be checked by analysing the same data used in this
study and then comparing with results from DWTHM.
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Figure 4.12: Fatigue Damage in 100%H Surrounded Case
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Figure 4.13: Isolated Case
Figure 4.14: 25%H Surrounded Case
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Figure 4.15: 50%H Surrounded Case
Figure 4.16: 75%H Surrounded Case
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Figure 4.17: 100%H Surrounded Case
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Works
This chapter summarizes the main findings throughout the study and makes a conclusion on
what these results implies in real life. In addition, insights of future research extension based
on the current work are presented at the end.
5.1 Conclusions of the Current Study
In this research study, the study building’s surface pressure responses in five stages of urban-
ization has been tested in the wind tunnel. These include the case where target building is
isolated, and cases when target building is surrounded by surroundings of different heights
(25%H, 50%H, 75%H, and 100%H). In the analysis, surface wind pressure fluctuations are
converted into stress responses of cladding connections. Stress cycles within the stress pro-
cess of each connection are counted using Rain Flow Counting Algorithm; then the overall
fatigue damage in all connections during their service life are determined using two analysis
methods: Direct Wind Time History Method, and Wind Distribution Method. In conjunction,
CFD simulations are used as a flow visualizer to characterise the flow mechanisms that helps
in explaining the outcome of these analysis.
By comparing the resultant fatigue damage contours for each scenario, it is found that with
growing surrounding height, fatigue damage on the cladding connections first increases and
then settles down, where most severe damages are observed in 25%H and 50%H surrounded
cases. Regardless of the quantitative damages, the location of the concentrated damage zone
varies with surroundings’ development. Generally speaking, at the height equal to the sur-
roundings’ height, it is found that most critical fatigue damages in separation regions that are
near the leading edge. This conservation holds true except for the 25%H surrounded case,
where critical fatigue damages are located at the regions slightly higher than 25%H. For iso-
lated building case, fatigue damages are lower than 25%H and 50%H surrounded case, but still
higher than 75%H and the fully surrounded cases.
These findings have revealed that a building that is partially surrounded by other structures
faces the risks of reduced service life, which can bring concerns to designers and constructors
while designing or maintaining cladding connections.
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5.2 Future Research Directions
Significant generalizations are made regarding the representation for city growth by using
generic building surroundings. For example, only planar layout of the surrounding group has
been investigated in this study, and a more condensed or spread out plan will certainty affect
aerodynamics around the target building. In the future, more generic configurations and even
site specific city growth patterns can be explored and used case by case.
Material properties including the stress-life curve and the use of miner’s law are very sim-
plified procedures to quantify fatigue damage. In order to predict damage more accurately,
nonlinear strain-life relationship and more advanced fatigue accumulation rule can be investi-
gated.
Discussed previously, even though Weibull distribution has been a very popular choice to
model wind speed in reviewed literature, there are many other distribution types that may fur-
ther increase the accuracy of wind distribution method. Therefore, it will be worth reviewing
literature pieces on the topic of wind speed modelling, and then testing out multiple probabilis-
tic models to produce an improved damage prediction.
For new buildings, both aerodynamic and structural optimizations that account for wind
and aerodynamic directionality can be considered for cladding fatigue life optimization since
building aerodynamics and wind direction play such a big role.
The impact of city growth on building forms, surrounding conditions, climate types, con-
nection types, cladding systems can be investigated.
Future studies can involve more CFD and FEM based computational approaches through-
out the wind load evaluation; stress and fatigue assessment to encourage structural engineers
assess fatigue implications in the comfort of their office.
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Appendix A
Mean Wind Speed Distribution for each
AOA
Figure A.1: Wind Speed Distribution from AOA = 10◦ to 40◦
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Figure A.2: Wind Speed Distribution from AOA = 50◦ to 100◦
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Figure A.3: Wind Speed Distribution from AOA = 110◦ to 160◦
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Figure A.4: Wind Speed Distribution from AOA = 170◦ to 220◦
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Figure A.5: Wind Speed Distribution from AOA = 230◦ to 280◦
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Figure A.6: Wind Speed Distribution from AOA = 290◦ to 340◦
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Figure A.7: Wind Speed Distribution from AOA = 350◦ to 360◦
Appendix B
ANSYS Mesh and Stress Response
Summary
Mesh Convergence Test
Leg mesh size 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2
Cell Number 125177 136492 153353 185271 233179 325193 539107
Node# 553081 602297 671800 800591 1003958 1372896 2245351
Stress (MPa) 0.9238 1.0481 1.0917 1.21 1.3233 1.4776 1.5155
Stress Diff n/a 13.5% 4.2% 10.8% 9.4% 11.7% 2.6%




Figure C.1: Computational Domain Geometry
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Figure C.2: Target Building and Surroundings (50%H Surrounded Case)
Figure C.3: Mesh Details of Turbulence Generators
64 Chapter C. CFD Model Details
Figure C.4: Mesh Details of Building Blocks
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Figure D.1: 25%H Surrounded Case
68 Chapter D. Mean Cp plots
Figure D.2: 50%H Surrounded Case
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Figure D.3: 75%H Surrounded Case
70 Chapter D. Mean Cp plots
Figure D.4: 100%H Surrounded Case
Appendix E
RMS of Cp at AOA=90◦
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Figure E.1: 75%H Surrounded Case
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Figure E.2: 100%H Surrounded Case
Appendix F
CFD Flow Field Visualizations
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